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It matters how we define ‘spiritual’
Chris Highland
Highland Views
Asheville Citizen-Times
USA TODAY NETWORK

When I was managing cooperative
houses with independent seniors, conflicts would now and then arise around
beliefs. Though the homes were owned
by an ecumenical nonprofit, residents
were people of faith as well as nonbelievers, all sharing a house, meals and
chores.
One resident spoke about his faith so
often at the evening meal that a few
others became uncomfortable. Another
resident came to me, upset that I “allowed” this to go on. I suggested discussing the concern with the other person, but that just made her more agitated.She felt that I was supporting “more
religion” in the household.
Though some in the house knew I
had been a minister, most didn’t know I
was now a secular person. I explained to
this angry resident that I was a nonbeliever myself, reminding her that respectfulness was key to peace in a cooperative household. I encouraged her
to calmly communicate her discomfort
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and seek compromise and resolution.
This incident illustrates how easily
expressions of belief or unbelief can
disrupt a home, a family, a community.
Words matter, feelings matter, and it’s
important to ask, what’s the matter?
Psychologist Abraham Maslow introduced his book “Religions, Values
and Peak Experiences” (1964) with a description of his strong reaction to a “patriotic women’s organization.” This
group was upset with the Supreme
Court’s 1962 decision on prayer in public schools. They felt the ruling was “an-

ti-religious” and claimed they were defending “spiritual values.” Maslow disagreed, but then stepped back to think.
“It dawned on me that I, too, was in
favor of spiritual values.” His insights
were based on research and investigation but he had reacted “in an automatic
way,” not realizing he was accepting
their definitions.
“I had allowed [them] to capture a
good word and put their peculiar meaning to it, just as they had taken the fine
word ‘patriotic’ [for their own use] … I
had let them redefine these words and
had then accepted their definitions.”
He goes on to assert, “Now I want to
take them back. I want to demonstrate
that spiritual values have naturalistic
meaning, that they are not the exclusive
possession of organized [religion], that
they do not need supernatural concepts
to validate them.”
Maslow, famous for his “hierarchy”
of basic human needs, was identifying
a central issue for believers and unbelievers: Who determines and defines
the Big Words that really matter —
terms that either unite or divide us?
Definitions matter.
Maslow felt that values can be
taught and practiced not only by religious traditions but by secular people

as well.
Take the word “spiritual,” for instance. The way this is understood depends on how one defines a few other
words, like “spirit,” “divine,” “sacred” or
the Big One, “God.” And maybe these
highly charged terms are also determined by how people think of their
world, their relationship with the world,
their family, parents, community.
Some think of “God” as a strict parent who loves but watches, ready to
punish if we disappoint. Some see
“God” as their own, someone who is always on their side. Others imagine the
divine as all love and goodness; all the
bad things in the world are due to poor
decisions or simply beyond knowing.
Yet others feel that “spirituality” is
not about religion at all, and god-language isn’t so important — it’s about a
daily awareness of “something greater.”
As a secular person, I would say the
“something greater” is nature, without
any personality to relate to or worry
about, but that’s my opinion.
What if we “took back” these words
that have been as slippery as wet noodles? What if we decided there are too
many definitions and the words themSee VIEWS, Page 3D

We should be thankful, even for the fleas
Devotional
Tim McConnell
Guest columnist

We all can remember the days just
before the Thanksgiving holidays when
the teacher would ask us to make a list
of the things for which we were thankful. Maybe in the earlier grades we
would spend some time drawing the
object of our thanksgiving.
I remember writing about and drawing family, friends, church and maybe a
turkey or two. We would talk about the
pilgrims, Indians and that first Thanksgiving, especially what they had for
dinner.
I remember one Sunday evening sev-

eral years ago after our Thanksgiving
service at church, my wife and I were
discussing that first Thanksgiving as
the pilgrims and Indians joined together for a time of fellowship. My wife reminded me of what each of those pilgrims had to give up as they left their
homes in the Old World in order find
new lives the New World.
We know that many were fleeing political and religious persecution and
were glad to find refuge and a new start
in a new land. But still they had to leave
everything behind; friends, homes, occupations and in some cases members
of their families. A huge sacrifice had to
be made in order to gain a better life.
Those early settlers faced much
hardship in the New World: disease,
crop failure, dissension and even death.

Of course, they relied heavily on each
other, depending on the strength and
skills of their neighbors.
But yet, I believe, they also had the
desire to give thanks to God who had
been their strength during the hard
times. Maybe they even remembered
the words of Paul from 1 Thessalonians
5:18, “In everything give thanks.”
I take these words of Paul very literally, even though at times it seems impossible to be thankful in every situation. In the good times and the bad, the
big things and the little, and the times of
certainty as well as uncertainty, we
must exercise gratitude and thankfulness.
Corrie ten Boom was an inspiration
to many people after World War II as
she traveled widely lecturing on how
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7:15 p.m. Wednesdays
during school year at
First Baptist Church, 63
N. Main St., Weaverville.
For grades 1-6. Buses run
from Weaverville Primary
School, Weaverville Elementary and North
Windy Ridge. Snack,
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God had delivered her from the Nazi
concentration camp. On one occasion
Corrie described the filthiness of the
camp, especially the fleas found everywhere in her barracks.
Corrie’s sister, Betsie, who was imprisoned with her, reminded Corrie of
Paul’s words to “be thankful in everything.” But giving thanks in a flea-infested prison seemed impossible to Corrie
until one day she realized why the
guards never came into their barracks
to make them stop singing hymns and
praying. The guards wanted to avoid the
fleas!
So Corrie and Betsie were left alone,
free to worship and read the Bible. It
was then Corrie realized that even the
See THANKFUL, Page 3D
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